The research undertaken is devoted to the problem of training future teachers in the field of literature in the light of the achievements of modern comparative literary studies. The article proves the methods of comparative poetics of different literatures, which are mastered in the classroom for the professional philological and pedagogical activity of teachers. Our study confirms that a comparative approach to the study of the poetics of works by Russian and Tatar writers allows future specialists to understand better the multiplicity of Russian literatures, their uniqueness, to understand complex issues of identity and national identity. Thus, the comparison of genres on the material of the romantic passage in nineteenth-century Russian poetry and the eastern genre of kitga leads to the fact that future teachers better understand the differences in the genre nature of the works compared. Understanding the basics of comparative literary criticism by future teachers has undeniable value: through them the specialist deepens his knowledge of Russian and native (Tatar) literatures, revealing the ways of their coexistence. In the future, this contributes to the development of students' reading interests, the expansion of their "expectations' horizon" and artistic representations. The use of methods of comparative poetics of different literatures in the preparation of future teachers of literature in a polyethnic audience makes it possible to bring up a person who is ready to successfully integrate into the modern sociocultural space in conditions of bi-, polylinguism, the intensity of intercultural and interethnic contacts and dialogues. https: //dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2018.09.40 Corresponding Author: Alsu Z. Khabibullina Selection and peer-review under 
Introduction
The main problem of the research undertaken is that the modernization of the education system implies a deepening of the professional knowledge and personal qualities of the teacher of language and literature in the field of interaction and dialogue of Russian literature with other national literatures in
Russia. In the context of increasing globalization, when ideas about the multiplicity and originality of literatures are reduced and significantly changed, the adoption of ideas of comparative literary criticism in the process of preparing the future teacher of language and literature is a necessary basis for their pedagogical education (Artemenko, 2007; Mukhametshina, 2007) . In the university study of such disciplines as "Literature of the Peoples of Russia", "National Identity", "Aesthetic Interference and the 
Problem Statement
The focus of this study is a comparison of Russian and Tatar literature, which is especially valuable at the present time, since it allows one to overcome the idea of superiority of one literature over another, to avoid "leveling" their national, artistic and cultural values.
The most important aspect of the undertaken topic is also connected with the idea of the need for future teachers of language and literature to study the basics of comparative poetics of Russian and Tatar literatures. A comparative approach in the study of poetics leads to a deeper understanding of the national identity and uniqueness of these literatures, which, under the conditions of the dialogue, can complement each other and generate new semantic structures that are tolerant in content and functions.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to determine the place of comparative study of literatures in the preparation of a modern subject teacher for professional and pedagogical work in a multicultural educational space. The presented goal is conditioned by new approaches to the dialogue of literatures and languages, which is represented and studied at present in modern humanities universities (Khabibullina, Nagumanova, & Amurskaya, 2016) . Another aspect of the goal is aesthetic interference as one of the phenomena of perception of Russian classical literature in a foreign educational environment (Amineva, Ibragimov, Nagumanova, Khabibullina, & Yuzmukhametova, 2015) .
Research Methods
The research is based on the ideas of the dialogological relations that have developed in domestic and foreign literary criticism. Thus, the works of Bakhtin (1986) Amineva (2010; , Bibler (1989) , Safiullin (2010a Safiullin ( , 2010b .
The concept of the proposed study was also influenced by works devoted to the problems of hermeneutics and receptive aesthetics. They analyze the "mechanisms" of perception, understanding and interpretation of works of art, including those of foreign authors (Jauss, 1967; Iser, 1974 Iser, , 1976 Iser, , 2004 Panikkar, 2017) . Thus, in the researches of Jauss (1967) and Iser (1974) , the problem of the role of the reader in the creation of a work of art was formulated, the stages of interaction between the reader and the literary text through the prism of such concepts as the "horizon of expectation" of the reader and the author, "aesthetic experience", "aesthetic distance", "intentionality" (Iser, 1974 (Iser, , 1976 (Iser, , 2004 Jauss, 1967 Jauss, , 2004 Particular attention in the development of our concept has been paid to the views of Panikkar (2017), who in the article "Indology as an intercultural catalyst" reveals the key principles of hermeneutic analysis of different cultural phenomena in the light of the dialogue between "one's own" and "foreign".
He refers to them, in particular, "scientific homology" -the principle that is connected with the comparison between the indological concepts and their possible analogs in other cultures. Panikkar (2017) writes: "The term "homology" proposed here refers to the geometric concept of homology as a certain sequence of concepts belonging to different cultures. In geometry, homology means the correlation between the points of two different systems in which one point from one system corresponds to a homological point in the other. This method does not assume that, firstly, one system is better than another, or, secondly, the points can be interchanged, transplanted, so to speak, from one system to another. It only reveals the homological relationships" (p. 47).
This approach in comparative studies is valuable primarily because it proves the possibility of interrelation, correlation between different, dissimilar and even contrasting cultural traditions, which serves as an objective basis for the emergence of a dialogue between them.
In the course of our work, we also studied the articles of modern researchers devoted to the changes taking place in the education system in Russia (Maximova, Belyaev, & Laukart-Gorbacheva, 2017 , Larionova, Korneyeva, & Yusupova, 2018 . ). The diversity in the scope and form of the description will depend on the specific subject matter of the study and the ways in which the problems in them are solved. But it will take place at any comparison" (p. 98).
Thus, the reception of the description takes place both in the study of works of art that are close in content, motifs, images, and in terms of its form, and, above all, the genre.
Let us concretize what has been said by an example illustrating how this method is mastered and used in the university in the preparation of future teachers of language and literature who specialize in teaching Russian literature in a foreign cultural environment. The genre of the passage is one of the famous and common genres of Russian romantic poetry of the XIX century. According to the modern researcher Zeifert (2014) "the passage, the main subject of research, we define as a poetic lyrical genre, and the fragment as a genre of aesthetic-philosophical prose" (p. 98). This form -an excerpt -has its own peculiarities that distinguish it from other genres of romantic literature.
In the passage as a poetic genre, a chronotope is organized in a special way. "The artistic space of the passage is open to boundlessness. The poet carefully extracts an excerpt from the fabric of the maternal genre, preserving or creating a specific chronotope of the passage" (Zeifert, 2014, p. 89) . To formal features that illustrate the fragmentary thinking of the poet, refer to its graphic indistinctness or the absence of graphic spaces. The latter symbolizes that the poet consciously chose a separate coherent fragment from a large form, and philosophically he conveyed the integrity of the passage as a "splinter of being" (Zeifert, 2014) .
The vivid examples of the novel are well-known poems of the nineteenth-century Russian poetry:
"Inexpressible" (Fragment) by Zhukovskiy (1985) , "Autumn" (Fragment) by Pushkin (1985) , "Three nights I spent without sleep" (Fragment) and "I Hope for Life being afraid" (Fragment) by Lermontov (1981) and others.
At the same time, along with the fragment as a lyrical form, it is necessary to distinguish fragmentarity (understatement, fragmentation), which is regarded as a composite technique. Thus, fragmentation can be found in the poetry of Fet, in particular, in his poem "On the couch, falling off, I am looking at the ceiling" (1890).
In our study, we proceed from the fact that in Tatar poetry, close to the passage in Russian literature, is the genre of kitga.
Kitga (Kit'a) is one of the most common poetic forms, which was used by many Turkic and ArabPersian lyricists: Rudaki, Kutb, Sarai. Kitga also occupies a special place in the works of Babich, Tukai, and Derdmend -Tatar poets of the early 20th century.
The content side of the kitga conveys a unique feature of the thinking of oriental authors: the ability to see big in small, which focuses in itself ideas related to the idea of the eternal. Also obvious to researchers is the fact that the thinking of oriental poets is more aphoristic and sententious than the way Russian authors think.
According to the definition of the modern orientalist Tamimdari, the kitga is "a poetic form in which the first misra has no rhyme, and every second misra of each bayat has a rhyme. The number of bayats in a kitga can be from two to sixteen, but in most Persian kitgas there are from 2 to 10 bayats, sometimes, when content requires it, this number may increase to 25. The word "kitga" means "being cut, torn". The name itself went from the fact that this type of verse is similar to the sketchy bayats in the middle of the qasydy. The kitga mainly refers to moral problems and gives appropriate edification, as well as invective, elegy, panegyric, mourning and congratulation" (Tamimdari, 2007) .
According to the well-known orientalists, kitga is often defined as a "piece", a "fragment".
Sometimes this term was used in its original sense as an excerpt from another, more voluminous poem, However, a comparison of genres shows that kitga as a small poetic form, in comparison with the romantic passage, is a more complete and completed work in which philosophical themes often developed. Thus, in the Arab-Muslim East in kitga, the poet reflected on the transience of life, the vicissitudes of fate, and also on the role of scholarship or education in human development. Very often kitga was dedicated to poetic maxims, affirming the idea of the greatness of God and the inevitability of his intervention in human life.
The way of thinking revealed in the kitga is revealed through numerous appeals to so-called common themes and ideas in which the subjective "subordinates" or dissolves in that which exists independently of the will of man. The eternal here dissolves into the small, the individual expresses the general and universal, i.e. then, in which there is no doubt, what is perceived as an enduring law.
In the romantic passage as a genre of Russian poetry of the XIX century, another view of the world, a different vision of life, is revealed; here, content is created pointing to the lyrical perspective facing the future, the "ambiguity" of the hero's spiritual path.
The most complete uniqueness of these genres is illustrated by a comparative analysis of Pushkin's poems "Autumn (Fragment)" (1985) and Derdmend's "Kitga (Temam Bulmagan Ber әsәremnәn)" (2009).
In the poem "Autumn (Fragment)" of Pushkin (1985) , as in his famous work "Once Again I
Visited", the subjective world of the lyric hero, his special, deeply personal feeling of nature, the cyclical nature of time, life as a whole prevails. However, the stressed "I" of the hero, his amazing look at poetry and creative inspiration (this is particularly clearly expressed in the VIII, XI, XX stanzas of the poem -he is still open and dialogical before the world and poetic inspiration (Pushkin, 1985) .
In the work of "Kitga" (Derdmend, 2009 ) one of the peculiarities of the oriental genre is revealed:
in a small form the poet captures what is attributed to the eternal -the world of God, love for him as the basis of all life. The poem also features the theme of the immortality of poetry, creativity, which is based on the love of its people and nation. According to Derdmend (2009) , the poet who is madly in love should kindle in the souls fire, the flame of love. The image of fire in the poem has a symbolic meaning, pointing to the Sufi code in artistic content: in Eastern literature it was often a symbol of God's knowledge.
In "Kitga" there is also a monolithic nature, the integrity of the verse inherent in this genre, and the last beyt of the poem, designed as a maxim, stands out graphically, ending with an ellipsis.
Karangy tөn isә yakyn, eraklar, Gariblәr, shamshyrak kүrgәndә yulda, Disennәr, berzaman bar bulgan ul da… (Derdmend, 2009, p. 15) .
But the dark night is so close and long, Grieve my soul, burn the rays;
The weary travelers, when they saw on the way the gleam of fire, They will say -there he was once... 1 It is about students of the Higher School of Tatar and Turkic Studies named after Gabdulla Tukai (Institute of Philology and Intercultural Communication, KFU). For them, the Tatar language is the mother tongue, and their future specialization is related to the teaching of their native language and literature at school. The total number of students is 30 people. 2 The results of the experiment are described and analyzed in our article (Khabibullina, Nagumanova, & Amurskaya, 2017) .
https: //dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2018.09.40 Corresponding Author: Alsu Z. Khabibullina Selection and peer-review under would be appropriate to compare his poetry with the work of the Russian classic Tyutchev (1986) . The study of the essence of the poetic world of Derdmend (2009) in the comparative aspect is valuable, because it allows us to more deeply comprehend both the national originality of his poetry and the features of the poets of other national literatures compared with him.
One of the works of Derdmend, which embodies the individual manner of the Tatar poet in revealing the images of nature, is the poem "Kөn kyzdy" ("Den' nakalen!..").
In the first stanza of the poem by Derdmend, visually perceptible manifestations of heat are emphasized -the air becomes thicker, turns blue (kyzdy һаvа monarlanyp), in a single blend the field and the steppe, heaven and earth merge, which cease to be opposites. In the second stanza, the logical stress falls on the verbal forms (kүrende, bolganyp, yogertep, atlyp kilә, yomarlanyp). The force of nature, power, and energy are localized, collapsed in a black cloud (kilә yomarlanyp).
The closure of the action in the sphere of the subject is indicated by the use of the return form of the verb -not bulgy, but bolgana. In the next stanza, the coiled space of the cloud unfolds, expands, and the general state of anxiety increases. The semantic content of the poem changes: the people, frightened by the power of nature, give vows -Nәder itep hodaemga halyk sygyna.
In the third quatrain, the dynamic beginning is replaced by a more calm spoken intonation. In this way, commonness is transmitted, a certain prosaic life.
https: //dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2018.09.40 Corresponding Author: Alsu Z. Khabibullina Selection and peer-review under It is necessary for the teacher of language and literature to know that the poetic "natural philosophy" in the Tatar lyric poetry is born under the influence of historical, social, artistic and aesthetic regularities common to mankind. However, in the form of its immediate forerunner, it did not have antiquity, as in Russian poets, but philosophical and aesthetic views penetrated into the Volga region from Iran and Central Asia. Among them there is Sufism, which unravels the creative imagination of the artist.
In order to emphasize the uniqueness of the Derdmen's (2009) view of nature and at the same time to reveal the common with Russian poetry involved in the dialogue of literatures, it is necessary to turn to the natural philosophical lyrics of Tyutchev (1986) . In particular, when considering the poem "Kөn kyzdy" it is worthwhile to draw parallels with Tyutchev's poem "Neohotno i nesmelo" ("Reluctantly and timidly").
Poetic "natural philosophy" of Tyutchev (1986) is a phenomenon primarily of Russian artistic consciousness, which at the same time has universal roots. Master of landscape-philosophical lyrics, the poet describes the natural phenomenon through the prism of lyrical experiences, including himself in the world of nature and experiencing a thunderstorm with it. Tyutchev (1986) spiritualizes the central images of the poem -the earth, the sun and a thunderstorm, giving them human traits: "the sun once again looked up // Slowly frowning at the fields".
Heaven and earth, symbolizing the inextricable link between human life and the existence of the universe, become the main characters in the poem, and the thunderstorm reflects the complexity and inconsistency of the relationship between the two elements.
Verbal forms play an important role in the work of the Russian poet, which contribute to the transfer of movement, instantaneous change in the world of nature: "broke through", "floats", "looked up", "drowned". They carry an important emotional burden, giving readers the opportunity to experience https: //dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2018.09.40 Corresponding Author: Alsu Z. Khabibullina Selection and peer-review under The wind is warm, There is loud thunder and it rains sometimes ...
Green fields are
Greener under a thunderstorm.
Here broke through the clouds Blue lightning jetWhite and volatile flame Frames its edges (Tyutchev, 1986 ).
Tyutchev depicts nature in an intermediate state, from the anticipation of a thunderstorm to its completion, seeking to reflect the constant movement of time. The poet draws in the beginning of the poem the sun, afraid of approaching thunderstorms, then includes in the description of the picture of gusts of wind and the coming dusk. The culmination of the poem is a flash of lightning. The author depicts the strengthening of thunder rolls, the dust raised by the wind; but the storm is over, and again the peeking sun shines with its radiance the world washed by rain.
With comparative analysis, it is valuable to clarify the differences in the artistic interpretation of Water as an element between the works of Tyutchev (1986) and the Tatar poet. It is associated with the level and nature of the metaphorization of its images. Tyutchev (1986) is close to the ancient idea of the substantiation of Water as one of the foundations of the world, which enhances its integrity, in itself. In Tatar poetry, along with this characteristic for Tyutchev's tendency, there is also an attitude towards Water as a vital-concrete subject of the image that does not require high symbolization. All these features can be caught in the process of working on the texts of the poems by Tyutchev (1986) 
Conclusion
An appeal to the basics of comparative literary studies in the preparation of modern teachers of literature leads to the mastering of the skills of comparative analysis, deepening the notion of the forms of correlation of different genres in national literatures. This approach is relevant, because it corresponds to the model of the future teacher in a modern multilingual society in which the uniqueness of literatures and languages is the most important condition for dialogue.
The use of methods of comparative poetics in the preparation of future language and literature teachers in a polyethnic audience makes it possible to bring up a person who is ready to successfully integrate into the modern sociocultural space in conditions of bi-, polylinguism, the intensity of intercultural and interethnic contacts.
Comparative study of works also helps to expand the cultural outlook of the students, improve their speech, analytical and interpreting skills: the ability to compare on the basis of the typological https: //dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2018.09.40 Corresponding Author: Alsu Z. Khabibullina Selection and peer-review under 
